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Help Needed

ARTAN DAILY

A.S. Personnel Director Roberta Schnitzer requests all members of the election board to contact her immediately
In the College tnion. Members are
needed to help with plans or the upcoming elel lion.
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Hostile Student Council
Harshly Greets Langan

Units Offered
For Tutoring
Students have only one more week
to sign up for SJS’ SHARE program
an still receive credit, according to
Tim Collins, student co-ordinator for
SF:ARE.
Collins says that students with a
"genuine desire to help a child succeed" should add Ed 196A for one unit
or Ed 196 for three units of credit
by the Oct. 3 deadline.
For one unit, students are expected
to tutor for at least two hours weekly.
The three unit students must attend
a 90 minute lecture each week in addition to their tutoring.
Any questions regarding he program
should he directed to Collins in Barracks 14,

asNstant band leader was not granted.
Langan said after the meeting that
he would have attempted to override
Miner’s veto but that he felt unsure
at the Wednesday night meeting that
he could collect the necessary FS vote.
Instead, Langan simply had the motion
reintroduced, requiring a simple majority. The vote was 9-3-1.
TENTATIVE DATES
Although dates for student elections
have been tentatively set for Oct. 15
and 16, council provided an escape
from these binding dates in case of
judicial hassles with either the AS.
Judiciary or the Board of Trustees
concerning the qualification of the
controversial McMasters ticket. Registration for the election will be on Oct.
17 and elections on Oct. 29 and 30 if
the earlier dates are too soon.
Langan’s appointment of Academic
Council Committees went by almost
without incident until various council
members protested giving approval to
Langan’s choices on the Athletic Board.
To discuss the individual members of
the Board, the Council felt the necessity for going into executive session,
thereby barring Daily reporters from
reporting the Council’s discussion on
the qualifications of the individual
Athletic Board members.
Concerning the election board appointments Langan made Wednesday
night, Inter Cultural Steering Committee along with the nine Academic
Council Committees, the Acting President said, "I reviewed each interview
the appointees had with the personnel
selection board.
RECOMMENDATIONS
"I found most of them were recommended by Roberta Schnitzer. chairman of the personnel board, not Miner.
Where I felt changes were needed, I
made them.
"The most important thing," Langan
explained, "was to get our relationship
with Academic Council moving."
A.S. Judiciary is intact and ready to
meet Monday to make a decision on the
state of the A.S. election after the
appointment Wednesday night of Loyci
Brooks, Matsuo Furuyama, Lew Solitske, Sunny Policher, Roger Olsen and
Reggie Toren as justices.
Council members also heard recommendations from former SJS President
Dr. Robert D. Clark concerning the
Athletic Department. He has recommended outside counselors for all
athletes to help them with academic
programs, controls on scholarships
through the financial aids office, and a
policy that athletes will not he penalized for refusing to participate in a
game because of moral convictions.

Credit Set
For Local
Civic Work
Students interested in working for
a local politician or political organization and adding from two to 10 units
in Political Science 119 are urged to
attend a 1:30 meeting today in CH 210.
Dr. Roy Young, assistant professor
of political science, announced that Political Science 119, fieldwork, is open
for further enrollment.
Attending tomorrow’s meeting along
with Dr. Young will be Peter Carter,
administrative assistant for Assemblyman Earle Crandall ift-San Jose).
Crandall’s San Jose office is and has
been interested in having SJS students
help with legislative work. Two of
Crandall’s recent SJS interns are now
themselves administrative assistants
for California assemblymen.
Students, however, may work with
any politician or political organization
which will accept them on their staff.

Judiciary To Meet;
Election Procedure
Under Investigation
Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary
will meet Monday at 2:30 p.m. in suite
six of the old College Union to rule on
student body elections.
Also expected for the slate will he
the selection of a chief justice for the
coming year. Lew Solitske was chief
justice last year.
Due to the disqualification of the
"Good Guys" slate, one of the runoff
teams, last spring, and its subsequent
exoneration, the judiciary must call
for an election to be set by Student
Council.
However, number two in the supposed runoff, the ARM slate of Dave
Aikman, Mike Rutz and John Murphy,
has apparently disbanded and the
Judiciary must rule on the procedure
to be followed.

Basic administrative policy concerning discipline at San Jose State will
remain the same despite a new uniform set of standards issued this fall
by the office of California State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
The new statements regarding student conduct on the 18 California state
college campuses have been distributed
to about 1130,000 students by various
means at each individual school.
But this does not mean a radical
change in SJS policy, according to Acting Dean of Students Robert Martin.
"The new statements are merely
more explicit than before," said Martin, "but I assume we will follow our
standard procedure involving the AS.
Judiciary."
JI*DICIARY DECIDES
Martin indicated that there will be
no lessening of the powers of the Judiciary, which is a combined faculty
and student board. "The fundamental
responsibility for interKeting violations rests with the Judiciary," Martin
pointed out.
"The collei.;e administration serves
two main functions: to develop evidence along with the Judiciary and
to have the college president make

’UNIFORM POLICY’
"Now, for the first time, a uniform
policy relating to conduct on our campuses, and specific grounds for disciplinary action are being distributed to
each student this fall," he added.
The board policy lists categories of
conduct, from physical olistioction to
disorderly conduct, that are to be "considered cause for prompt and diligent
corrective action on the part of appropriate officials.
The Title 5 document embraees 13
classifications of behavior that may
serve as grounds for expulsion, suspension, probation or lesser penalties, in
accordance with the legal process of
each individual campus.
Perhaps the clause which contains
the most possible Interpretation diffi-

By BOB BRA(’KETT
Daily Staff Writer
Dave Aikman is alive and well in
San Jose (not Boise, Idaho).- but the
chances of his running for AS. President in a runoff election this fall are
slim and none.
In the first place, last year’s A.S.

surrounded last spring’ r general election. There’s one candidate still very
much in the running and a number who
would like to be if the door is reopened.
Since weeks before school began, rumors have been circulating that Aikman would not be back to lead the
"ARM" ticket in a runoff against Jim
McMasters and "The Good Guys."
Most observers have been assuming
that if this is the case there will be
another, wide open, general election
sometime in October.

observer this ticket placed third in last
spring’s balloting), has set the wheels
in motion for an election of some kind
to take place in October. "I’ve met
with Acting Dean of Students Robert
Martin," Langan explained, "and we’re
tentatively setting dates for the middle
of October,
..

"Not so," declared McMasters. "Maybe nobody else intends to question this
reasoning, but I certainly do."
McMasters and "The Good Guys" are
claiming a victory by default since the
"ARM" ticket can’t contest the election.

- 4,4
DAVE AIKMAN
... dropped out of school
Treasurer, whose ticket copped second
in the hotly contested general election
last spring, is not registered for school
this year.
’NOT INTERESTED’
And secondly, Aikman has indicated
he no longer would be interested in
student government if he were in
school. "To put it bluntly," Aikman explained, "I’m disgusted with the whole
mess, Senate Bill 19 has taken away
all the power of the student body treasurer, and it won’t be long before there
isn’t any student government at all."
Aikman’s withdrawal from contention, however, will clo little to bring
an end to the controversy which has

Making matters more difficult, there
is no provision in the A.S. Constitution
to cover the situation that now exists.
None of the six tickets in last
spring’s general election managed to
get the 50 per cent popular vote needed
for an outright victory. In that event,
the Constitution provides for a runoff
election between the two tickets receiving the most votes. The top vote-getters were "The Good Guys" with 41
per cent and "ARM" with 20 per cent.
"ARM’s" inability to contest the runoff leaves "The Good Guys" as the only
ticket remaining in the running. The
fact remains, however, that "The Good
Guys" have not as yet received the
50 per cent popular vote needed for a
win.
Since no Constitutional provision
covers this situation, the question will
have to be ruled on by the AS. Judiciary, The list of possible Judiciary decisions is endless, and neither McMasters nor acting A.S. President Bill Langan is predicting what the outcome
will be.
Langan, who is far from a casual

Trustees Slice 20 Per Cent

Educational Budget Cuts Made
By JEFF KENYON
Daily Staff Writer
Al. the request of Governor Ronald
Reagan, the Board of Trustees eliminated 20 per cent from their 1970-71

Conduct Guidelines Determined
final decisions. The Judiciary is the key
body."
The statements issued by Dumke,
which were mailed to all SJS students
during registration, include extracts
from a Board of Trustees’ policy approved in the past academic year, and
portions of Title 5 of the California
Administrative Code adopted by trustees at meetings in May and July.
"Standards of conduct always have
been a part of student orientation at
each of our state colleges in previous
years," Chancellor Dumke said.

Runoff Candidates Dissatisfied;
McMasters Claiming Victory

NO PROVISION

Policy Stays Same
By MIKE NOLAN
Daily Staff Writer
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By CANDY BELL
and RAY GILES
Daily Political Writers
Acting A.S. President Bill Langan
faced anything but a friendly student
council Wednesday night as he made
his first official appearance before the
1969-70 legislative body.
An almost unanimous ignorance of
parliamentary procedure caused several
items which should have been discussed
to he lost in a shuffle of name-calling
and dramatics.
But, some concrete action was taken.
Council member Rich Van Winkle introduced a resolution that the athletic
department could make no rules or
regulations regarding the grooming, i.e.
hair length, beards or moustaches, of
student athletes.
Council passed the resolution unanimously, except for one abstaining vote.
As far as Van Winkle knows, the resolution is a "first" for American college
athletic departments and should bring
noisy repercussions. The new policy
will now go to the Academic Council
Athletic Board, which is chosen by
the Committee on Committees of
Academic Council.
BANDS RETURN
SJS’s controversial marching and pep
bands, which were denied funds last
spring when A.S. President Dick Miner
vetoed a $10,796 allocation for the
1969-70 year. sere reinstated when
a council member reintroduced the
allocation motion. The marching and
pep bands will received $10,796 from
the special allocations fund, but the
$2,000 wiginally requested to pay an

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Weather
Continued sunny today and tomorrow,
etcept dark tonight. Increasing clouds
Saturday night a ith chance of a brief
sprinkle during the day Sunday. Iligh
by the fountain: $8; it the Reg
Dance: 8N.

culty is cause "J" which reads "engaging in lewd, indecent, or obscene behavior on state college property or at
a state college function."
INTERPRETATION
There are no objective standards on
that one," said Martin, "It may be a
problem to interpret. But the fundamental responsibility for interpretation
still rests with the Judiciary.
"Our approach will continue as in
the past. We want students to express
their opinions within the limits of student rights, with peaceful means of expressing opinion," Martin said.
A student may not he placed on probation or suspension more than 12
months, and if such action is taken
no fees or tuition paid during the semester in which the student Is penalized may be refunded. Additionally, if
the student is under 21 years old his
parents or legal guardian must, he notified by the college president via registered mail.

Parking Permits
Faculty and staff parking itcrmits
are on sale all next week in the Cashier’s Office, Adm, 263. The stickers,
$13 for the semester, enable staff
members to park in the garage and
campus parking lots.

budget with resultant cuts in admisskms and college programs.
Any expected action by the board on
three controversial subjects relating to
state college activity has been postponed for at least one month.
The budget for the 18 state colleges
for next year will he $265 million,
which is $62.7 million less than Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke claims is needed
to accept all 209,000 students expected
to seek enrollment.
SEVERAL CCT-BACKS
In order to operate efficiently under
the new budget the chancellor indicated that several cut-backs would
have to be accomplished.
Dumke asked that 25,000 new students be turned away, and 938 faculty
members be laid off. Summer sessions
would be eliminated and new library
acquisitions be halted while student
fees are raised.
Ti’ achieve the recommended 25.000
student turn -away. a proposal was
made to reduce admission of junior
college transfers by 50 per cent, and
first-time freshman entrance by 10
per cent. Foreign student admissions
would he out completely.
Discussion on moves to transfer the
appointive and prormition powers of
individual college presidents to the
chancellor and trustees. to have qualifications for student body officers set
at least in part by the trustees and to
tighten reeidations on student newspapers was delayed until the October
28 meeting.
NEGATIVE RESPONSE
All three of the proposals drew an
expected negative response from students, faculty and administratttrs of
the individual campuses.
One surprise that accompanied 11PlaY of discussion was support given
by Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke to
Academic Senate and presidents of
campuses in opposition ti the take over

of appointive and promotion powers.
A move by Trustee Dudley Swim to
have convicted felons automatically
disqualified from running for student
office was unexpectedly put off until
October at Swim’s recommendation.
The student newspaper controversy
was postponed in an effort. to clear up
confusion on the issue of forming a
strong publications board to exercise
"tight control hut not censorship"
over each newspaper.

JIM McMASTERS
still in the race
"Witt ther it will be a runoff election
or another general election, I don’t
know. We’ll just have to wait for a decision from the Judiciary."
McMasters, on the other hand, is not
happy to see another important decision going to the Judiciary. It was this
same body which last year disqualified
his ticket for alleged election code violations -- a decision later reversed by
the student -faculty Court of Appeals.
CLAIMS VICTORY
Maintaining he has a right to claim
victory, McMasters said, "Everyone
seems to think there will be another
general election, but there’s no provision for one in the Constitution. It’s
not a moral judgment anymore, it’s a
legal question. In essence, they’re trying to tell me that if Dave drops out,
I become a political nonentity, and I
don’t like it a bit.
"Like it or not," he continued, "we
still exist."
McMasters says he intends to wage
his battle before the Judiciary, but that
he also is ready to go over its head
"We’ve been
to get satisfaction.
through every channel of the system
before, and we’re ready to do it again,"
he declared.
SJS polities, it seems, is starting ,sit
this fall right where it ended last
spring. While early elect ton dates are
expected, it wouldn’t be ,orpri,ing to
see hearings and appeal.. take up a
good portion of the fall some, ier
"Rotund one" will bcgm Alon.hy af.1, I a 1 y 1.011 ternoon when the A
%Tries to take up the elcrtion question.

14,44 Sriep
Ruddy

Blues Singer Performs

Guy, blues -singing guitarist, will be pecloviiiip_; nom 9-12 (hi.
Saturday night on the SJS ROTC field. Admission is free.

EOP Meeting Change

The Mexican -American EOP meeting, scheduled bur today at :t ti1,111 ,
his been moved from E132 to Morris Daily Auditorium so that more
space will be available. The meeting will discuss procedure and organization for the semester.

Registration Dance
rcg dance will be lucid
As a climax to registratnm week, the Annual
at 9 tonight in the Art Quad, between the nev college Union and the
Art Building. The band for the dance will he

Bohol Club
Members of the Ilaha’i Club will meet Saturday at 12:30 p.m. al (hit’
t.tble outside of the eafeteria. Interested pers. Ile l’o %Vogel mw.

Computerization Seminar
’Can one he a person in a computerized soc.ety?’ will be discussed at
a day -long seminar Sunday at the New Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando
Sts. "Seminar on Search for Meaning" will heein at 9:45 4 tn. and v. ill
6
feature
p.ms dinner at 6 p.m. and a talk 011 111:01 ill computerized society’ :t i

Co-Rec Premieres
1, TInails1. semester’s first CO -Nee X, I II IN‘ 111‘ili I 0T1101.111W from 12:30 to 4:30
p .m. Activities will include swimming, badm ni,tuot
volleyball and table
Co-Ree’s mid -week progrons will again be held on Wednsday evenings
from 7:30 to 9.30, beginning October 1. In addition to reu.leation activities,
dances with live bands will be offered.

Staff Cornment
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Abortive Attempt; Telephones
"Hate Ilallins Club"
Editor:
As chief honorary of the "Hato Jeff Mullins
Fan flub" trot’ all the tricky things he’s done
i..co on a pool table
he
since the
while his to a lair k. .s . -Ting) I would like
to say this,
I. .ilj,s’as a radiMullins’ Iii
.\ S. President last spring
cal-anarellis. I
was an attenua I,. lake votes away from a
real radical in support of 11 moderate candidate.
The plsiy slid not work; Mullins shaved his
heard, and spent the entire summer reading
such books as "How to Succeed in Politics,"
(IC.
Mullins would like to make it public that a
lot of the things he said during elections were
not true reflections of his beliefs.
For instance, he doesn’t really want to see
the Spartan Marching Band "trot into the
sea," nor does he wish the demise of intercollegiate athletics.
Be thinks the band is a fine tradition at
SJS. one which should escape the bulldozer
roll of change for the sake of change, and he
believes that such athletic programs as football and the interest it creates provides a
steam-valve effect I i thousands of students
who seek non-academic excitement to take

their minds off books and the draft and other
pressures of the day.
Jeff NItillins
A I5i1.1,;

Busy Signal
Some people on campus are frustrated about
numbers. Here is my favorite: telephone number 294-6414. One number controls the destiny
of thousands. One of Bob Dylan’s songs laments, "... so I called up the operator of time
... when you hear the beat it will be 1 o’clock
... she said that for over one hour, an hour,
and I hung up . . ." The above number gives
one hour (or more) of busy signals. By the
time you get someone it is hard to remember
what the hell you wanted..----All reasonable "tricks" fail. e.g., call the
operator and ask her to call 294-6414. Guess
what she gets: a busy signal. One day, in
desperation, using the alias of Gov. Ronald
Reagan, I tried the operator again. She was
impressed, but she still got a busy signal.
The humor of desperation is frustration.
Why can’t a school with a $625,000 A.S. budget land other limitless funds) have two phone
numbers? That way we would get a busy signal only half the time.
William N. Clare

Staff Continent

By JACK TINSLEY
From the outset this column shall he
dedicated to breaking through Ilse harsh
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college administration and the
Associated Students exist and it is to them

himself for regis-

both tht

tration.

that m14.11 problems should be taken for it

Each was developing his "stumbling
skills." For the Yuninter was /501111 10 end
and all %mild bt. iiimbling stenos the cam-

is with them that 111f

found.

solutions shall he

pus, f

11111 building

I.

ill Ili?, III

to another, blind.

of the student investors team:
" \lass conf usion would you

believe"

was their rallying cry.
Those in sympathy with the blind man’s
circumstances would chant in reply.
"Everything is under control

11/.

said. "1 oii can’t go home again.’" It’s true.
A oil can’t.
13 111 after looking at San Jose today and
San J41S4. 111111
fq4.11 515 recently as 10
years ago --

can’t help wondering. For

who dren’t familiar with the
city. take a stroll down First Street sometime. I mean it. It %%ill open your eyes.
San Jo.... %%Iiielt already has problibly
those of you

one of the ..stiallest downtown core art-as of
ally large I. nit...I States city. has gone to
pot. Not that irs hopeless. Tlitre are some
buildings

her

vonstruction,

such

irs the library.
downtown San Jose economy
the
lifeblood of any city
has gone down the
tubes. Businesses in the past few years have
moved out or closed in droves.
First Street between Salt Salvador and
St. John (San Jose’s main drag) is a semishambles. There are no fewer than 33 empty stores on that stretch alone, and dozens
more oil the a
15 side streets
San Fernando. Santa Clara, San Antonio and others. plus Second and Third streets.
Of course. this is corn mon in many big
urban centers and in Certain areas. But in
more moderatt.ly 145441 cities, such as Syracuse. Tulsa. Santa Barbara and Des Moines,
it is rare. A certain ptreentage of vacancies
are going to exist anywhere, of course. but
San Jose’s
st be extraordinarily high.

-every-

the campus. sometimes you will hear students saying "1,10111 1111/111.11 luck- !mon-

shops and bars.
a couple of major de-

. plus small clothing
’rlstre

Blind Game New Sport

-

alwits because he has

1

al

lems are to be f

111,11 01111 11 , 4111

they sl

fre-

always

The stores that renutin are largely jewelry and shoe shops. with over a dozen of
each on that small aforementioned stretch

t mit that in his letter Chair-

of drugs and alcohol

I% lib 111,111»5111 1-.5111111. If in

has

1111.14. 111141 1101

new

Editor:

concerned
students such as I :liairman Bogdan will
realize that the solur s for campus prob-

..t

Jose

’Ulm most useless thing in the world is
Ill look back at the past and yearn for
what
p was
as ’Ii
as Wolfe
.1.

Has white man assigned you your reservation yet? ..."

actliall occur and can
Ill’ pro%iiii si 11,151i occurred it -hould lu
reported III the proper on-campts- authori
lie- 111111 imestigated by them. However.

in 1’

pn.o.e.s concern

San

plain about the traffic, the crowded subway. the red tape everywhere, tlw broken
elevator in the apartment. But Ise still lives

semester. Because of its "iiii%ness- no one
assigned it all official name. 1 nofficially.
gli. the g.
is Is
n as "Illiml-Man’s
Bluff."
Each player started training early in the
’.ear, All across the nation SJS students

ii

I .11,11rman Bogdan
r the alleged Ilfe

departure-.

meant Si lot to me. !probably tht was Chicagii or B rook is of or Decatur or Fargo have
meant tIl otlors. 1 on can make all tlw
jokes 11111 want to. but most folks feel that
way if they liyed s
where for years.
Ask the guy ill Brooklyn. tie will com-

right here MI 111/. 1..1111,011S. Vert:11111V "41111

1011.15 . NIr. B (( ( Ism if C011.
111111

quent

says fit Iii semi his leiter to the governor,

. .
to quote hi- letter. the
1 1 i11,11 14111 II "lulu impressionable fresh11

Ii

ill

agencies do not exisi in Sacramento. Re-

111.11 iii, 15111111 11151 \

1 ,111,,1

peared
Ii is

they ap-

of the major s11-

III

iii

,N 1114’111V I/1111,111g 1111111 up before

Imre ... and despite

town. I grew tip

But their debill against Stanford under

....deli Joe AlcAl idiom last Saturdsiy. despite the score. cod tuned the lititiches
Ill many that football will regain some
glamour al
In a mitre positie Nein. it 111f0 1.
11.11e that the Spartans ’.sere last year’s
national %%Myr polo champs_ last year’s
nal ional Judo rhamps. bested the \\ est
ralast \ thletir Conference in wrestling.
%%err rntiner-up behind Santa Clara
GM:4 Atli !VI if’
I ’ill’ f I l’
II
I /11 eNit
ba-ketliall and were NC \ \
t
track champion-.
Spartans also took a national third
plime in sorrel. and s’. iii be host to the
national soccer cliampionsliiits itt Ih-cendier.
Need any more be said :shout the

011 ha% i hits ed.

111illg

I loved San Jose ... not Ili 51 1111%* 1,1,11.
1.1111 11114111A Y.
. but because it’s illy home

Ilia" alhanlar-it’"H’
ifi
1. I. true that the Spartans blast-n-1
carried the championship football bait iii airy !l.ltl, ill quite a feu years.

quality and

meant III he a is ills or sarbit of prose. It is seri-

wild -cynical

are only

isartenent stort.s downtown, with the deof Dart’s and Ilitle’s a few years
hack. When those two stores left, the area
really began sliding downhill.
Of course. it’s not all gloomy. But it’s a
far cry from the San Jt.se of the ’40s and
.511s. That’s all gone though, and there’s
nothing we can do about it.
Ilopefully there is something that can
he done about the current problem. It will
take years and maybe the bureaucratic red
tape and assorted other complicat
will
snarl things up. ’rhat seems like standard
procedure these days. Direct action may
parture

he another thing of the past.
But somebody must do something. Otherwise, I shudder to think what the city will
look like in 1979. The answer begins with
a recognition of the problem. That’s why
1 suggtst a sin 1111 through downtown San
it may be too late to save my city,
Jose
but 1 hope its. not too late for yours.

’lake a walk.
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Greeks Expect Many
To Turn Out for Rush
More than 350 men at SJS are
expected to turn out and hopefully "turn on" for fraternity
rush wh!rh began last Friday.
According to Interfraternity
Council I IFC1 President. Bruce
Whiteside. senior design major
of Theta Chi fraternity, the expected turnout is the largest in
the past two years at SJS.
"Turn On.
This year’s them(
Go Greek" will hopefully entice
male ru,hees to pledge
_

We care for
your car!
I Wash A ax Vac
it
; it
it
1’ASTOR’S CO N -OP

SMC Mobilization

Although many west coast
campuses are sin wing SoMe decline in fraternity membership.
Whiteside encom ages newcomers
to "look over the entire operation."
"Don’t knock fraternities until
you’ve tried to see what they
have to offer," insists Whiteside.
Participating fraternities in the
fall semester 1969 rush are Aca,ia. Alpha Tau Omega, Delta
Sagna Phi. Kappa Sigma, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu.
Chi, Sigma Nu.
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Pi,
Theta Chi and Theta Xi.

732 S. 1st St.

co-

Ceedeh

Steak Housei
8,30

-

DAN.

New York

4., STEAK
Garii,. 11,.11
s ,:daii
Baked

l’iitatl,

49

1 Hamburger
, ,1,1

Ntato

Roil

Hite

Pilaf

sal.’

99 ,

to end the war in Vietnam." the Student Mobilization
Committee will host a Western
Regain Student Conference Sunday in San Francisco.
SJS students interested in attending tit( meeting should contact Addis- Insel in the old College Union building today between 2 ant’. 5 p.m.
Activities at Sunday’s conference, to be held at Marina Junior High School Auditorium, 3500
Fillmore Ave.. will center on
workshops, several speakers, and
planning h.r
e major anti -war
events in the next two months..
The meeting ((III convene at 10,
a.m.
Keynote speeches at the conference will be made by Dan
Seigel, 1.1.C, Berkeley Associated
president, and ex -GI
Student
Joe Cole, a member of the "Ft.
Jackson Eight." a group of soldiers who won an acquittal on
.-ourt martial chat ges for anti (vat’ activities.
SAW will open its "fall offen,i(e" with an Oct. 15 "Vietnam
Moratorium Day." Students and
..ther people in the community
ate being asked to stay away
from classes and work and devote
lime to anti -war activities.
A national student strike ha,
been called for Nov. 14. Th.’
strike is being touted as a build-

49

-

14

UNDERGROUND RECORDS

,!,

of the movement: "camp,.
plicity" in the Vietnam
"The Third World and the a.
The second session will ta
voted to "action workshops" a. cording to an SMC spokesman
Planning workshops for the moi
atorium, strike, march, and act,..
Pies
beyond the
strike a
planned.
The SMC official predicted rilo
tesentatives from "betwven
and 50 colleges" at the confet
ence. He said the SMC has inceived confirmation that student,
from as far away as Denver
1=0,ittl.. will :i7tt,h.1

OPEN!!!
SATURDAY
10 AM -4 PM
paptan gooluitoPe

tiff IL PV44/1011.141.pi Of /IA .91 1$

,.//

1.11

11:00

300 S. Tenth St.

discounted to
Specials \OA at S3.19

SANTANA JETHRO TULL (new)
BLIND FAITH CREEDENCE (new)
CROSBY-STILLS-NASHC. K. STRONG
DONOVAN (new) LEE MICHAELS
BRAND NEW RELEASE...
JANIS JOPLIN
s5.98 II s Li’(’ regalarl

Mention this ad and receive an
additional discount of 5% thru Oct. 1.

4,64119

I.

liobillmori

SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY WORSHIP AND PRAYER

X

with all you can eat SALAD

’.

are regtilarl s

If you like a plastic atmosphere
when shopping, don’t visit us

(10t 1 NMI 6tIgl in ail
.10lill

S1.98 lies

TM MAHAL - ROLLING STONES (new)
DOORS/SOFT PARADE & others

01 Inv unconditional ai ii med., one US

39

We promise a hassle-free experience
when you visit us.

Specials NOA at X3.8I

,4,1111

011.’4

We extend our sympathies for the
inconvenience that resulted from
breakdown of "computer registration."

(H.4.0’1104.41 to S I.95

"Right on Campus

i)royeri., Oren/PI,

l’otato

Garlic

The matches are the climax of
the "fall offensive." -Because of
the political climate in this country, this action has the potential
of becoming the largest and most
significant anti -war demonstration in American history," SMC
representative Steve Chainey of
Hayward said in a statement recently released by the committee.
There will be two sets of workshops Sunday. In the morning.
meetings will center on high
school. GI. and colltyP anti -war

./1 ga111/.1111:,

/

(USDA)
liaised

up tor Nos. 15 ma, illarches ti
San Francisco and Washington.

Chapel of Reconciliation

Roll

CLUB STEAK k’

STEAK DINNER
Raked

SPECIAL
SHISHKEBOB
Garlic

DAILY LUNCHEON Price 51.39

s

1310 Auzorais. San Jose
(Behind Sears)

haee, tor "the tall
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Anti-War Activiti es Set

uric of 13 houses on campus. Almost 500 male students are fraternity members now.

Because of decreasing interest
in the Greek System on the col1,ge campus. fraternities are initiating new programs to entire
olembers. aceordiny h a spokesman if
-

AUTO WASH
illfwn. Margaret & Virginia

!Friday gept ember .?e, ^VA

a.m. United \linistry S. Lutheran
6:00 p.m. Episcopal

68 E. San Fernando
(1/2 block from Music Box)
286-8303
a .1mi...1M\ F \ TF111411’4

THE Se XEROX COPY
NO SACRIFICE IN QUALITY

WE’RE SPECIALISTS

’Yes. somebody’s finally done it Charged a fair
price for a Xerox copy. The name’s Gnomon. and
the price is Pest the beginning. ()er specialty is
SERVH:E. Whether You want a single copy or a
thousand. your job will be done carefully. quickh.
and courteously. G llllll 14)11 eVell COLL ATES 111111tiple-copy orders Ivithout charge. without asking.

For 3 cents you can’t be choosy, right? Wrong!
Gnomon’s machines. Xerox 2300 high-speed copiers.
are kept carefully adjusted to turn out copies that are
ALWAYS dark. NEVER dirty. We even use a better
grade of paper than usually usd in Xerox machines.
We guarantee our work to the effect that if its not
Ii. Y01.11 specifications, the order will be redone at
no extra charge. or your money will be cheerfully
refunded. You be the. judge.

Gnomon is the professional one with a chain of lowet)st copy centers that reaches b4,01 ci oasts. At Gnomon. each machine is treated with T.L.C.---our
depends on it. Making copies is Gnomon’s
entire business_ not just a sideline and for 3 cents.
soil can put us to the test.

BOOKS

MANY EXTRAS

Ilard-hound books are only a penny extra for the
first copy and additional copies of the same original
are 3 cents. Books are done double face WHENEVER possible (maximum height of text seven and
a half in(’ties).

As well as FREE collating on all orders. we offer a
choice of seven colors, legal size. anti three-hole
punched papers at NO EXTRA CHARGE! 100%
rag bond is available for theses for 1 cent extra per
sheet. Speaking of theses, our service is school approved, so keep us in mind when your thesis comes
due.

GNOMON INTRODUCES
WHOLESALE XEROX
HERE AT STATE COLLEGE!

HOURS
8-8 N1()N.:1
W.-.
8-6 1,1i1.-S 1T.

kaziamaawawaitatwaintiliwzaawAe’
(ME 1
CHARGE PRIVILEGES AVAILABLE TO
COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS, STUDENT
GROUPS, AND OTHER QUALIFIED
CUSTOMERS.

\OMON COPY SERVICE

484 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
287-7550

.1 TRY

THREE FREE COPIES
WITH 7’IIIS (:01 PO,
OiefftlffiVtivtartlinTtrirtrfaMitrittlinTrtriltrrit,

Fed iy September.N1
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The Fritz

Marching Band ’Back in the Field’
Following Uniform Budget Hassle
Slate. alai the Spaetan Foundation.
-We’re happy to be back in
business," said Roger S. Muzzy.
nit’s dire (’tot since 1956,
the
"and despite the loss of recruitment time. 1 think we’ll have it
fine band this year."
The uniforms and an operating budget of $10.249 have been
financed 1),,* the students. The
:ri
’,old had
alget Ii

It the Mil%
Vt. III
time, San Jose State’s famed
Spartan Matching band will la’
back on the field next Saturday
at the Spartan’s first home football game against Sat: Dirge,
State.
After being dissolved last February at ter tepeated budgetary
itasult’sIt 120-man
"patchwork"
Wits loNided with
funding this summer by Os
loge’s student guvernmetd
Nwsziamszows

SH.s 11 INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

CINEMA

BURBANK

Et.,2 S. BASCOM AVE.
29s-7242
N JOSE

ART FILMS
EXCLUSIVE

TWO FIRST RUN HITS

/As mb-Vie IS the best fun in townif
David Hemmings
Joanna Pettet

Eastmancolor%

r-,_1,n",/arrc-, MItcher
SOPHIA LOREN "GHOSTS, ITALIAN STYLE"

CO -HIT

EXOTIC UNDERGROUND MOVIES

NEW HI -CAMP SERIAL
SPECIAL COMEDY . . . plus
GAYETY THEATRE BURLESQUE
MIDNITE
FRI. & SAT.

ONEIMIA
552 S. BASC:OM AVE.

BURBANK

SAN JOSE

TOW N E

M1DNITE
FRI. & SAT.

hit’ .1

5th EXCLUSIVE
WEEK

1:00 - 3:15 - 5:30 -

7:45 &

10 P.M.

Brian icals, ..i. lead ;as. bass
J.elitar: Robert Aguirre on drums
and humor; and singer Ste’. it’.
Nicks.

1:11

’COTT

n.

neer n ii w,.

,

N.

writes
11.111,.

itll

o

the i\Lentil

anthology

.dated 1961 to
"iliehaid Nixon is an eximple of what the liberal wants
die
to become.
A drab
lower inirldle-elass buffoon who
has tat more igilitical power or
..ulttmal significance than his
social interment petty ambition
all/avs "
"II, , " sweet "Home." is it
.t /Tipples
.tois
white lib_
H.’ with extremely
ItS I

it 11110St

.\111(ir-

"a

It
"Do

Itol

It

Ol
the int."ail
e yearning at
and sisters:
tear out your
,I1111

(.011-

i.

oil

e

at

himself. And
the
the devil. and eerybody knows
this, will it,, anything to suck up
another soul."
I had thought before reading
"Home" that Lellot Jones, ;althor
"The Dutchman," would
be sot,, ritically obscure that
his inner-c1:y jargon would dull
my sense of sociology and his’’tot’s’
Yet Jones’ insight into unknown spheres of my social conscience tinti I suppose i,ther
suit white middle-class persons, in fact stimulates thr
soft-headed. "take things slowly- at ittlideS I have 13istered.
Vhites would do well to icad
and feel the pulse of this vibrant
thinker. Blacks
tutu
do better
It lead and feel closer to such
true soul and spirit.
"If you are black the only
roads into the mainline of Antes kin life are through suhse., MCP,
VOWardice,
and loss
manhood." writes Jones.
War With

WI

An vi ening ll",’ II
ter and Inerrirncii
is promi:sed
to all those who attend the onenight -only performance of "Beyond The Fringe" Sunda’. night
in the Old Town Theatre, Los
Gatos. Curtain time is 7:30.
A benefit performance, Beyond The Fringe is sponsored by
the S.IS Alumni Association in
eonjunction with the CaliforniN
Shakespeare Festival. Itoth -:organizations will provide lighting
for Tower H111 and help embellish the Art Quad on cantoii,.
with revenue received from thr
play.
"Beyond The Fringe" is a satiriral revue written by Peter
Cooke and Dudley Moore, It WilS
a Success on Broadway in
the
early 60’s and its pointed barbs
are aimed at_ rtyalty. govern went, war, death and taxes, to
111/11ti a few.
Ticket, for the nlity :ITV $7.50
,
may he reserved by
ul,l

11,11i

TIMM

Theatre

PO

Children’s Play
Auditions Monday
of

and 30.

Why Be Ilalf-Safe?

But Own again the’,
might not.
The hig problem that rause,
all this tinvertainty is that n.,
one seems to know just what
Iday will be.
It) it sI
is sure of is that it will
lent Nny. 14, 13, 20, 21, and

Tn, only thiny

if you’re intereshst
III tan find out more of the
tacit icula rs al)out where act I
When In an the Drama 1)epart100.
meni ,,ii ice,
11.

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
(Save Cash Register Receipts)
iii )(Jobe’. 10

cpaptan geekitere
"Official On-Campus Store"

group plays a variety ot I
styles including folk, count] y, blues, and ct wk. Fritz it,, been together for over two )....is.
playing on several large
shows and festivals, and tn.,’
h i ii
the Northern California
sehisils, college’s, and teen cen-1
ters.
The College Union Program
Board has scheduled another inn sir. figure, Paul Butterfield, for a
Nov 211 appearance at a place
It, be announced later.
11:LINIC

’Beyond The Fringe,’ Satirical Revue,
Comes Sunday To Old Town Theatre

The auditions lot. the first
children’s play
the seinestia
might be held next NIondety and
Tuesday afternirons, Sept. 2I1r

oil dli books and

BECAUSE . . . from the 4’
of college men who had our
training have come approximately 22% of the men earning from $100,000 to $300,000
per year, 16e: of our Congressmen and 14% of our Governors.
BECAUSE . . . you are given
$50 a month in your junior and
senior years, eligible for scholarships, social activities and
gain academic credit.

Tr,

EXCITING BLUES SINGER -GUITARIST Buddy Guy will be
performing from 9-12 this Saturday night on the SJS ROTC
field. Admission will be free to hear and see the rythm and
blues specialist who is known for his unexpected departures
into the audience. Milling through the .rowd, ecstatically singing and playing is Guy’s forte. His falsetto singing in "the
Chicago style" meshed with his "gimmick if necessary" policy,
creates a Buddy Guy show. Guy performed at the Fillmore
last weekend and has made several records, including his initial
venture, "First Time I Met the Blues." The ROTC field is located
next to the Seventh Street volley ball courts, behind the Health
Building. The event is sponsored by the College Union Program
Board,

LeRoi Jones Labels
Nixon ’A Buffoon’
( I

said the FRESHMAN

Th,.,

Book Review

litiOnie I

it

Ftitz, which recentl
ai.i...
tor Capitol records, ven.,-Is
d..1 a female lead %isinali
, .1: 1,1
Lindsey Buclein....ham
and guitar. 5iolin
bans. ,!.
Is- .1 ir

I number of scholarships anti
Iped the students pay off the
expense of the new uniforms
which will approach $20.000 in
cost.

1.111.1,

/
.;: I I .
ma’;’i of
arr. 1,eiy to perniai,-la
Ta,r’ng movie cgrvontions," say .
Wolf of Cue Mag.:17..
---7;ented by Grove
- ’,tars Lena Nriar.
’
e Evergreen
’n. A.DMI’01,1RF’"Hir:TED TO Anil! TProd u

The free dance, sponsored bv
Co 1 leg e’
Program
Board, will last ti:1 midnithi.
the

,

e. to change the
on be included it,
THEATRE

soon at Filial..., %Vest

will play tonight at 8:30 fur the
SJS Registration 1)ance in the
Art Quad.

1:111-

"We appleciate the kind remarks front people here in Sall
Jose and around the
Bay Area
who rallied to our defense with
phone calls, letters of support,
and urge-nee to get things moving again." muzzy commented.
The band will periorm at all
S.IS Inane games and will march
in Berke ley at the SJS-California
’.:arne Nov, 15,
On Novendwr 16 the group will
appear it a nationally televised
San Francisco 49er game.

WHY ME? . . .

ailed

Fritz, a rock group ..
to

Tts
college
administration.
thio . !I the use of State funds.
.1 money for the l. ’
’i nearly $20,000
lies.1
4. .;illov.

295.7242

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE 297.3060
Shows a+

lei!, to the
! negun
which the band had
was
not granted.
"We consider a trip out of the
Bay Area a must each year."
remaiked Muzzy. "and I think
the image of SJS is enhanced
when we perform away from
home."

tilt’ I?Milk

NOW

Rock Group
To Appear

BECAUSE ... you are guaranteed a draft deferment through
four years of college and
through your graduate studies.
Any way you look at it, there
are lots of reasons why you
should join ARMY ROTC,
Phone 294-6414, est. 2722 or
drop in at MacQuarrie Hall,
Rm, 308, CLASSES OPEN.

ARMY ROTC

;O,

61

information oi
call
the Alumni
House, 294-6414.
_ _
For

fin

reservation,

FOR RENT
Special

Student Rates

$9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

JONAH’S
WAIL
COFFEE HOUSE
300 SOUTH TENTH

. . . OPENS AGAIN 1967

. OPENS AGAIN 1968

AND AGAIN ! ! !
MIDNIGHT
7:30 p.m.
FRIDAYS
FOLKSINGING . . . . READING
RAPPING . . . . LISTENING

THIS CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

T.ead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don’t let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Amide bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specilie pain reliever doctors recommend moat as the thee
well known extra strength
tablet.

Anarin may not bend
your mind, but, it sure still
get your head together.

FAST

PAIN

thtlr,

linnY ACHE
RELIEF
NEURALGIA

ANAIG

TABL

Ii

Cagers To Miss
Darnell Hillman
Itt

Mils)

Daft\

\

,ifffrls %% Hirt.

Ever Wake’ up in the morning
and find your life had been radically changed?
It’s not easy to make the adjustment sometimes. Just ask
Spartan basketball coach Danny
Glines. He should know.
August
one
awoke
Clines
morning during a fishing trip in
Montana to receive the more than
mildly shocking news that his
star center, Darnell Hillman, had
been drafted into the Army. He’ll
be "playing" for Uncle Sam during the next two years.
That mitre or less spoiled
Clines’ vacation. not to mention
Hillman’s.
Hillman. a 6-7, 215-pound backboard terror, was named AllW,:- I Coast Athletic Conference
het season. He averaged 15.3
points per game. tieing Coby
Dietrick for Spartan leadership,
and ;Also set an SJS rebound record with 327.
’NO INKLING’
"We never had any inkling
they were going to draft Darnell," said Clines. "All of a sudden he was in liw Army."
Hillman appealed his induction,
according to Clines, but got absolutely nowhere. "The appeal was
it tarce," Clines added. ’They
never gave him consideration."
The reason given for the decision of Hillman’s Sacramento
draft board was that Hillman did
not
have sufficient academic

to
quire it - ’
15 or
more unit N. While sollit accept
12’2 for full-time student
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’SUPER KID’
Clines also indicated that Hillman had a better titan 2.0 grade
point average, Was making good
progress in his education and
would have been able to make up
the units over the next year.
-He’s just a super kid, and he
had letters front all sorts of people at the appeal, But it all did
they just took him."
no good
said the puzzled Wines. "Heck,
I’ve had a dozen of his teachers
speak to me about what a fine
person he is."
Despite the loss of Hillman, the
Spartans still have potentially
one of their better basketball
squads with the return of such
as Dietrick. Pat Hamm, Steve
McKean, Chris Guenther, Steve
Mortara and Bernie Veasey, who
wiII take Hillman’s place in the
pivot.
"Everybody is geing to pull
in his belt a notch and work
harder," Glines emphasized. "We
aren’t going to feel sorry for out -set yes"

39 E. SANTA CLASS ST. (at 2ntn
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schools. The 6-4, 208 -lb. signal -caller from
Roseville will probably throw less passes than
the 33 he tossed against a tough Stanford I l’’
last week.

Spartans Looking for First
Victory Saturday at Utah
By KEVIN DOYLE

BOOKS O.K.

IFretneccc
EgGOODWLI

sr

QUARTERBACK IVAN LIPPI, a transfer from
Sierra Junior College, will be looking for protection like this Saturday evening in Salt Lake
City when the Spartans visit the University
of Utah for the first game between the two

Daily

Sports Editor
I oi

wow

Breakfast Nook
for students
Breakfast &
Lght Lunches
15 So

1.1...

Evans and Tummy Si:
Jose, distance ruiu ,.
seldom make any ripples on r
sports pages.
Saturday, the Spartan ce
country team will try to char
matters, opening against C:
benia on its Strawberry Cant
eourse
at 10 a.m.
"The success of our tearn tii.
year depends almest entirelv
veterans Pete Santos and B:r:
Gamez." says qiach ErMis
lard. Santos arbl
yet reported li
their participation I:
still in doubt.
Without them S. fl
9,vily On Ii ’ ii nine lei e:
rely
.‘ oit
Gliry Berth:.
mer and Darold Ii, it’ I \
It) complete the Siqt’Il 111,110 1
sity are newcomers Buck Blrel.
David Palmer, Gary Hanson ples
returnee Gary Rezowalli.
Bullard is optimistic about the
team’s chances Smut, riv hut is
wary of two Cal rrimeis
ton West and Bob Walikin: West
clocked 4:04 in the mile while
Waldon recorded a respectable
13:50 three mile last year.
Kent Rezowalli, George A
Georg,.
faro, Neville Myton.
Weed, Mart McCann and Phil
Boerne will be running junior
varsity Saturday,

he

L
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4th St.
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"Darnell had 50,2 units."
Glines noted. "He was unable to
attend summer school this past
summer because he was taking
care of his mother." Hillman’s
mother recently underwent major
surgery and Darnell was virtually
the only source of her support.
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Spartans Offensive Leader
wo

mrit

11(1115.
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ci rnfidenCe.

leadership and balance
but
molt’ itiasirtant, a victory the
SJS football tezan tin els to
Salt Lake City Saturday evening to test the Unitersity of
Utah at 7 p.m.
The winner of Salted:it’s contest will even their tecimi :it 1-1
as the Utes dropped their opener to the University of Oregon,
while SJS was being subdued.
63-21 at SI titiforri.
Head mich Joe MeMullen of
the Spartans will have four
players starting against Utah
in different spots than a week
ago.
Butch Ellis, who alternated
with
Glenn
Massengale
last
week, will start at split end
While Massengale takes over the
tailback spot for the injured
Mike Scrivner.
Senior Don McMahan will
start in place of the disabled
Ferryinan
at stilingside
Jim
guard and fullback Larry Mei:lini takes over for Frank W’eirath after proving himself in
the Stanford tilt.
The rest of the offensive line
will have Jay (Toad) Fis-her
at the other guard, Frank Fu it
gundes and
Phil Volmer

front sophomore Mike Iluges
and linebacker Phil Covington.
Junior college transfer Ea ti
Sherman is still bothered with
a leg injury and may not make
the trip. Sherman had been
pressing Scrivner in earlier workouts before sustaining the injury.

RADIO

Utah played well against Oregon and should have had their
first victory it weik ago. Quarterback 11,iy riroth completed
13 of 26 passes for 172 yards
and a touchdown and fullback
Dave Smith carried the ball 16
times for 78 yards to lead the
ground game.

i_it Ii
merlini al fullback :mil
Erank Slayton at halfback.
mita y
(linebacker, Dave)
will see more playing time Saturday and we hope he can assume a little more leadership,"
iulded McMullen.
-We will be looking for more
1111 leadership .
. everybody
is so worried about their indiidnal assignments that they
havi.n’t been devoting enough as
a team.- the first -year mentor
eln11.11111ed.

McMullen will he looking for
better performance from sophlinebacker Seymour
onwre
Jones and another good game

a

Spartans Travel
The Spartan
Witt

open
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D17 9168
THE WILDLY UNPREDICTABLE
MARX BROTHERS IN EXCERPTS
FROM THEIR GREATEST MOVIES
ALL THEIR FABULOUS "BITS"
ON ONE INCREDIBLE ALBUM.
FROM 1HE ORIGINAL MOTION
PICTURE SOUND TRANS Tu
DECCA RECORDS, THE DELUXE
PACKAGE ALSO INCLUDES A
FREE 18 X 14 INCH POSTER.
Araiiableontape

:41

TIME
MARX’S
DOCOCI ON!

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Via Trans -International
Airlines DC -8 Jet
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
OAKLAND -LONDON
ROUND TRIP $259
L v. Dec. 19Ret. Jan. 3
OAKLAND -NEW YORK
ROUND TRIP $139 plus tax
Lv. Dec. 19Ret. Jan. 3

Contact Professor David Mage at 293-1033
or 7-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. First St., San Jose 95113

ALL REQUIRED
BOOKS & SUPPLIES

NOW-
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water at Fresno Stale tonight
while the soccer team travels Iii
Westmont College seeking it s
second victory. The cross-rime try contingent visits
Berkeley
toy a meet against the Univel,
sit:,

A6!

CHRISTMAS
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Saturday’s ( talt-SIS football
game will lit’ bromic:1.4 over
station
Me)
starting at 6105 pIll. Veteran
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-play ssith
%Sill call the t1l:0
John Chaelleti. handling the
(’olor.
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of California.

Have you really looked
at yourself recently?

MORE NEW AND
USED BOOKS
are available at
Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
CELANESE FORTREL makes the difference
in these lean line, uncommon slacks that never need
pressing. In a wide choice of colorfully correct
patterns. In fabrics of Fortrel polyester and cotton.
For your nearby store write Don Duncan,
Box 2468, South San FranCiSEO, Calif. 94080.

CACTUS CASUALSt

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
294.7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

On the beach, at the pool,
or in the sun.
You saw yourself and
so did others.
If you were even a little
disappointed come and
see us.
We ore only one block
from campus for your
easy convenience.
We will create a program
for you to make that
"little disappointment"
disappear.

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

SAUNA
INDIVIDUAL
PROGRAMS
WEIGHT
REDUCTION
OR GAIN

College Discussion Group
Evety Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

Foftrelgt iS a trademark of Fter Industrfes, Inc.

Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar

/A 1
413 E. SANTA CLARA

NOMINAL
CHARGE
NO

CONTRACTS
CENTRAL
LOCATION

295-9910
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SCARS Computer Wouldn’t Swallow
Students’ Motley Ethnic Scorecards

Academic Council Meets

Fate of ROTC on Line Monday
its JAMES DOURIARIAN
Daffy PoWhat Writer
The ROTC acerediration question may be resolved at the first
meeting of Academic Council
Monday.
At the June 5 meeting, the
Standing Policy Committee for
Curriculum and Instruction of the
council recommended four curriculum changes instead of continuing the program in its present form or denying credit altogether.
The recommcndai ions are:
IluTC and AEROTC programs :ire to lie limited to twoyear programs in the junior and
senior year.
21 Total units allowed for academic credit towitn1 a degree for
militarN -wiener. ’out -es ate to
be reduced to 1IL
NO DUI’Llt’ATION
C,itases whir!, can be taught
in academie departments in the
Flirt be duplicated
i!lt -i

in the ROTC and AFROTC programs.
41 The college should take all
necessary steps to assure:
at The next contract stipulates
the implementation of the experimental course program C, or its
equivalent, for ROTC (deferred):
br Language in future contracts which limits the college’s
academic control of the programs
be deleted; and
er Further provisions are devised to assure continuous academic review of the academic
Willy of ROTC and AFROTC.
The Curriculum and Instruction Committee made its recommendations to the council which
then tabled the subject until this
fall.
In its first meeting, the Academic Council will go through
organizational business and hear
from the new president. Then
assignments to committees will
be made and chairmen elected.
However, former chairman of

the C and I committee, William
Gustafson, says there are many
Council members that will not let
the tabled changes lie for long.
ROTC CONDEMNED
During the spring semester,
the Student Council voted unanimously to condemn ROTC. Council’s reasons were:
It The objectives of ROTC
contradict those of SJS.
21 Cooperation with the military for the training of officers
is not a proper role of higher
education.
31 ROTC does not meet normal academic accreditation standards.
4t ROTC’s teaching staff is not
usually properly credentialed, nor
subject to college control.
SJS has no significant control over ROTC curriculum or
subject matter.
In response, Col. Edgar B. Colladay, chairman of the Military
Science Department, said, "We
have a good curriculutn. We do

AFT Meeting Set
David Mage, new president of
the American Feder;. ’ion of
Teachers, has announced that the
executive

computer

One thing a

a lot for the people in the program. We believe the cadets feel
this way or they wouldn’t be
here because the program is completely voluntary."

AFT

you’ll his e to give me a Latta’.
"How black is black?" "Earthy conglomerate," "Gringo," and
"Ethnically, I’m a Jew," were attached with prominence on the
bulletin board in the SCARS office.

113 ED CROUCH
Daily Staff Writer

committee

will

meet today at 12:30 p.m. in Bldg.
Z. The first omelet membership
meeting is to be held Wednesday,
October 1st, from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
He also announced an API’sponsored cocktail party this
;therm-in from 3:30 to 7:00 p.m.
at 564 S. 10th St.
The party, according to Mage,
is open to all faculty members
who would like to learn more
about Arr.

can’t

stand is creativity, or so it seems
by the collection of rejected ethnic data cards and other regist ra t ion

paraphernalia in the

The "Most Perceptive Observation" winner, was this comment:
"This card should have an item
for ’Caucasian’ to prevent people
from checking something because
they feel something must be
checked. The directions are unclear and the survey probably not
very accurate."

SCARS office at SJS.
The voluntary ethnic survey
was taken by filling out an IBM type card as to ethnic background. Several students felt the
card was not comprehensive
enough and came forth with their
own boxes to check off.

But the computer cannot lie
totally blamed for rejecting mgrs.
tration data. As it has been said
many times, human error plays

Possible selections fanged from
"Black" to "Other." A great majority were submitted with the
"other" box checked off, with
side comments of "I’m an American, not an ’other,’ " "I’m proud
of being white," "W.A.S.P.," and
"Caucasian."
Detailed descriptions were
found to be quite conclusive, such
as, "ti Scotch, !Ai Irish, 1/8 Slit
’s
Portuguese. 111 Swiss,
so what?" and "I’ml
Welsh, . .
a White American Middle Class I
Anglo-Saxon ... if you want me, I

; o4wirht. 66.
;I engineer-

ford University where he developed special interest in antennas
and wave propigation in the field

Hospital

%c.
h
: ,. W A- talon last Thurs.
11.0.
indent at his
San Jose hi.
Engwicht
, king on an
antenna trot
backyard.
’Fri,.
vlo !
.
completely
Ii
ii. iicht
began
; ustments to it
:;ret on the tower
;
wrist injuring
reIv. I I died from heatt
Engwicht estliblished the radio
engineering department at SJS in
1934 which later became part of
the electrical engineering pro -

HARRY ENGWICHT

of communications engineering.
He was "Mr. Amateur Radio"
of Santa Clara County. He also
founded the Santa Clara County
Amateur Radio Association in his
father’s barn in 1921. He later became sections communications
manager of the American Radio
Relay League, and, in 1956, became director of the League.
Engwich married Miss Ohs,
Street, a journalism graduate of
SJS. They have two daughters,
Christine M. and Susan Engwicht.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday.

Chicano Liberation Day Rally
Extols ’Viva La Revolucion’
Its SI.\111’ NtORAI.Es
Ii it Pplitiral && ruler
_10
.1.,.11MS
ti
trona
Iii
-it rued,a, Ittend it CliicalP,
ri anion Day rally in the Spartan
Stadium Sept. 16, Mexico’s lodeItenilence Day.
The es cot, sponsored by San
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SJS Professor Succumbs

HOUSE OF SURPLUS

Jlie Smart

WE RENT TELEVISIONS
fiCtien
292-3457

MARSAL’S

Shop Where

...09:02402rDelt

In Home Accident

an linpoi laud part In the registration -break -down.
The post office even received
its comeuppance when one of the
regis fru lion envelopes marked
with the distinctive dark blue
S.C.A.R.S. was hand stamped in
post office-red with "Missent to
Sears."

MeXiCall-AMeril.:111

Student Confederation IMASC1
and Mexican American Studies
Program and Chicano community
organizations, featured speakers
and playlets by the Teatro Indio
and Teatro Urban.
Cries of "Viva lit .-aza!", "Viva
In revolucion!" and "Viva el Chicanismo!" echoed through the
stadium as the Chicanos were
told, "You hold the key to our
situation; ""You are going to be
lho leaders of tomorrow."
Elm Carranza, director of the
Masters Program in Mexiean
American Studies. and SJS professors Jose Carraseo and Feliciano Rivera addressed the students, and a Black and Chicano

band playeri popular rock and
Mexican sounds.
Emcee Luis Viniegta and Juan
Oliveras, SJS students, urged,
"We’ve got to get ourselves together," and "When we become
one, we will be invincible."
Teatro Indio and Teatro Urban, San Jose Community Mexican - American theater groups,
dramatized their convictions of
Anglo suppression of Chicanos
and modeled traditional Mexican
cost times.
Though rollegr security officers and in Chicano first aid team
were on hand to cope with any
emergencies, everything went as
planned, according to SJS Junior Miguel Mendez, who organized the first -aid committee.

Ex( Offers Free Catalogues;
Several New Classes Listed
Experimental College !Ex(’ I
fall semester catalogues are now
available in the F.xC office, located on the second story of the
old College Union.
The 17-page booklet outlines
the courses scheduled for the
coming semester. It is available
It) SJS students free of charge.
There have been three major

KEEP YOUR
COOL
(it use
kir Conditioned

Spartan gookitore

changes in previously announced
ExC classes. The astrology class’
opening session has been moved
hack to Oct. 15. It was originally
scheduled to open on Sept. 24.
The class will meet Wednesdays
at 7 p.m. in CH167.
Bob Noll’s guitar class has been
moved from the Music Building
to the New College Building, 414
E. Williams St. The class will
meet on Mondays at 7 p.m.
The opening session for the
jazz denying class has been postponed indefinitely because of the
lack of a meeting place.
The ExC will offer over 20
eiasses this semester with new
courses being added throughout
the term, Directing the Experimental College is Doreen Bauman.
Additionally. the ExC is sponsoring a seminar on the ecologieal problem entitled "The !tomecedented Crisis."
The seminar will feature .1
dozen speakers and lecturers, and
is scheduled for each Tuesdayfrom noon to 2 p.m, in the Umrinhum Room if the new Coll.-,
(Won, begi llll itig Oct. 7.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
STUDENT WIVES: office and clerical position: full time. Join PARTIME, the
Temporary Help Service, Short
Q.a
orm assignments. Call Heidi or
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING Or
CTR. & GEM (SJ) Saturday, Sept. 27. Jar , ?-e 5353.
by SPORTIN LIFE - $3.00 Any car and
beginners welcome. Start after 6 p.m.
HOUSING (51
LEARN TO FLY with the Flying Twenty
Inc. Low rates. 4 planes. People with low FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: To
crno fllqht time welcome - Girls in share apt. with 3 girls. $41/mo. Call 293cl,,ded. Call 258-9803 371.0802 286- 1445 .fter 6 p.m. 545 S. 7th, *7.
7672 258-2852 - 294 2821 for info.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Upper
r ,
terred. Inquire 544 S. 7th. #9.
FOR SALE (3)
2-, 2785,
NEED MALE ROOMMATE: Grad or upWEDDING DRESS: Perfect for Dec.
per div. Non -Smoker for 3 bdr., 2 bath
I
train., Ing. sl., Venice lace,
Apt. 297.8097.
213-3718 eye.
I OR 2 FEMALE roommates needed to
FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAIN- share 2 bedroom townhouse apt. Call
-ase of Gold Earrings. 286-5673.2675 Park Ave., Apt. *6.
LESS
Ca
:
-ent. 297-6522. Evelyn s,
PEOPLE: 2 bdrrn7-2 bath apts. $57.5-0
4E, S I ;
each. 293.3718 or 298-1177. 148 E. WilFor
WANTED TO BUY-Wed violin.
Sale liam St #1 2 blks, from campus.
heater: 2 gas heaters. ROOMMATE: Upper div. female. $53/
Cal 2S33(,.
mo.. 95 S. 12th St. No phone, apply in
raw Appliances. person.
GARAGE SALE: F
Small items. Sot. 21J2 S. 13th.
STATE II. Units available. 155 5, I 1th,
1 block from campus, 3 meals/day, park.
ing. study & social lounges, party room,
HELP WAKED 141
no restrictions, etc. Male Students.
DAY CARE FOR: Elderly ernbiilerocy
lady. 4 hours 5 days. Call after 4 p.m.
Phone 251-5248.
VOLUNTEER HELP of all kinds is needed
In nearby Girl Scout Troops. Call Mrs
Moore, 867-4287.
GIRLS: Earn that extra necessary ca -6
ey holp,ort ,is sell beauty programs kr
beauty sheps. Must have plea,ent phone
per:onality. 9-1 or 6.9. Salary + Con
Call 246.7400.
MOTHER’S HELPER with car for 3 fa,
,:lfy boys 10.18. 15 min. SJS. $1.75/hr.,
MW 3-6. 261-0437 eves.
PART TIME WORK offered to those who
ce.,
14er reading the book "Not For
7.
eneration,- $4.98 at Box 3159, Ox r
Ala. 36201. Uneven. elsewhere.
MALE -FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
.
tomers in established terriA
t 15 hrs. to spare. Require.
-el. appearance and car. Call for
-rment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

ALL PURPOSE photography at reasonable rates. Portraits, weddings. models,
composites, etc. Call Rich Kelso. 2B61139,
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in 5.1. Call
Esche’s, 251-2598.
GARDENING &-Landscaping, Pruning,
Rotating and Cleaning. Call Benny after
4. 298-4383.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
membership fee & monthly dues. 257low
bdrm.,
2
wanted:
FEMALE ROOMMATE
2 bath, furnished, $57.50/mo. 148 E. Wil- 7562 or 248-8484.
liam #26 after 12:30 p.m.
TRANSPORTATION 191
WANTED! three young lovelies to make
fantastic four at the Royal Lanai Apts.
$45/mo. Contact Miss Kathy Mahoney. WANTED: Ride from Berkeley for Fall
259 5818 or 258-2348. Hurry, Hurry!
Sem. M,T,W.Th, will share expenses. Call
GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bedrin, modern Ali Ashraf, 848-9433.
294-4749,
643
3
550/mo.
with
others.
apt.
CAR POOL WANTED: commute from
S. 8th S.J.
Santa Cruz to San Jose. Classes are TTh
OWN ROOM: Female 3 bedrooms, 2 8-1:45. Confect at 131 Alhambra. Santa
bath. $57.50 a month. 252-4170.
Crux !near Sea Brigh. Beach).
SERVICES 1/31
ROOM FOR RENT: Elegantly furnished
private bedroom. 5 min. walk to SJS.
Kitchen prin. Male student. 295-9323.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: to share 2
bdrm., 2 bath apt. $57.50/mo. 287-5677.
I48 E. William *5.
MEN: Cheerful corner room. wall-to-wall
.arpet. furnace heat. 406 S. 11th.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: To
share apt. with 4 girls. $51.50/rno. Call
298-7955. 470 S. 11th. Apt. #7.

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. AcEisder. Phnne
curate. Minor Editing,
244-6581.

fled
note Open!

See Julie, Jim or Steve
HOURS

Mon. 11-1
Tues. 10-12
Wed. 11-1
’Thurs. 10-12
Fri. 11-1

NEED MONEY
Newspaper sample
3,.17)
r
car - time, steady work,
4 good mon wanted immediately. Ago 18
to 19. $2 per hr. guaranteed, plus bonus.
No exp. needed. Earn while you learn.
Transportation Ire. Call Today. Mr.
Looney. 292-6811.
ATO WANTS HASHERS. Breakfast-Lunchfl.nner. Free meals. Apply at 202 S. II th
St. 295 9727 or 295.9993.
TELEPHONE SALES: Hourly was,- r’
ornrnission. Pick hrs, from shifts J v
a.m. & 5 8 daily 9.1 a.m. Sat. 01.,
1.--8 8445
GIRL STUDENT for sitter, light
,
p.m. Weekdays. Ner tr. Hamilton, 251-098’

1:30-3:30
2:30-3:30
1:30-3:30
2:30-3:30
1:30-3:30
Phone: 294.6414
Ext. 2465

JC206

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Mon.-I 1 -1
1:30-3:30
Tues.-I0 -12
2:30-3:30
Wed.-II -I
1:30-3:30
Thurs.-I0 -12
2:30-3:30
Fri.-II- I
1:30-3:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here
CLASSIFIED RATES
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Tallman ;
Three lines1 One day
One day
_

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
IIns

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
_3.50

2.25
2.75
-3-.25
3.75

.50

.50

.50

Four days

Five days

2.40 - 2.50
-2.90 -3.00
- 3.40 - --310-4.00
3.90
.50

.50

_
Print Name .
Address
City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
Automotive 171
lot Sale 131

1
’

Help Wanted (4)
Housing 151
lost dot! tumid (6)

I I Personals (7)
I Services (8)
I I Transportation (9)

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

SIND CHICK, MONFY ORDER. OR CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COU FGF. CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days alter placing for ad to appear

Days

1

